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	exceed_buttn: 
	process_buttn: 
	features_buttn: 
	benefits_buttn: 
	prices_bttn: 
	prices_txt: 
	Offer: 
	prices_h1: SITE LICENCES

	prices_t1: include hosting, standard reports, online support, product updates
	prices_h2: Small, single-site organisations	USD1500.00 pa

Multiple-site organisations





Discounts for not-for-profit organisations


                     30-day free trial licence available/
    ask us to run a "Proof of Concept" at your organisation
	prices_t3: 
incl. 50 mobile client licences/pa 


incl.  100 mobile client licences/pa
	- main site: 	USD2000.00 pa
	- subsidiaries: 	USD1000.00 pa/ea

Larger commercial organisations and banks: subject to negotiations
	prices_t5: Setup-Support
Onsite training of administrators,  mentors and clients to facilitate the introduction of exceed is available. Prices depend on individual requirements and travel 
expenses. 
Premium Support via phone and web-conferences: USD1500 pa
(business days, 9.00 – 17.00h GMT)
Customised Reports: please contact us to discuss your requirements 
	prices_t4: 	-  1- 10: 	USD4.90 ea
	- 11- 50: 	USD4.40 ea
	- 51-100: 	USD3.90 ea
Mobile client licences can be “re-used”: the mobile licence of a de-activated client can be activated for another client. Every de-activated client will still be able to access his/her reports but not be able continue using the exceed mobile app.
The recommended annual fee for the end-user is USD9.90.
	prices_h3: MOBILE CLIENTS                                         SERVICES
	benefits_txt: 
	benefits_h1: Business Support Organisations, Incubators,
Book-keeping services, Accountants
	benefits_t1: achieve and measure impact 
provide more comprehensive reports for donor funding
easier, faster, and cheaper monitoring of clients'
business progress
more effective mentoring
increased customer retention
identification of mentor/ loan officers' training needs
offer income generating service
	benefits_t2: Catalysing financial awareness for
better financial decisions 
get access to finance and premises
participate in tenders and secure
supplier contracts
	benefits_h2: Micro-entrepreneurs
	features_txt: 
	features_h1: EXCEED WEB-INTERFACES                  EXCEED APP
	features_t1: three web-interfaces for:
• Administrator
• Mentor/ Loan officer
• Micro-entrepreneur/
  business owner

	features_t2: • feature and smart phones
• RIM, Android, Windows v.
• 3 client user levels
• encrypted data-transfer

	features_h2: UNIQUE FEATURES
	features_h3: STANDARD REPORTS                  CUSTOMISED REPORTS
	features_t3: • Reliable record-keeping without recording of sales
• Automatic generation of reports 
• Accessible technology for the micro-entrepreneur
	features_t4: instantly available for 
1. Organisation
2. Mentor
3. Client/ Micro-entrepreneur
	features_t5: with or without data-merging
	process_txt: 
	process_h1: How EXCEED works
	process_t1: EXCEED has been developed with the requirements, skills and operating constraints of micro-entrepreneurs in mind. Quick and easy  data capturing allows entrepreneurs to get on with their busy operations while it also ensures a higher data accuracy and minimal need for training. 
	process_t2: Users capture cash-counts, bank balances and expenses using the EXCEED app.
	process_t3: Data is  temporarily stored until it is synchronised via an internet connection, with the user's account securely held on a server.
	process_t4: Automatically processed reports are made available to the app-user as well as the supporting organisation via the internet.
	exceed_text: 
	exceed_t1: Business support organisations and incubators have the capacity to impact the shape and size of economies through the growth of their clients' businesses. They can help clients transit from informal survival businesses to employment generating businesses in the main stream of an economy. In most cases, record-keeping is the key to access opportunities such as finance, premises and sub-contracting. Thus, your impact largely depends on how successfully you help your clients to conduct record-keeping, understand, use and value the information it generates.
	exceed_t2: •  clients do not keep records or they only
   partially provide receipts to a book-
   keeping service
•  mentors and advisers rely on perceived
   business feedback
•  organisations lack reliable data to
   target interventions or 
•  data analysis is expensive and cumbersome
•  donors want hard facts in addition to
   case studies

	exceed_t3: EXEED enables organisations to monitor and support the growth of their micro-entrepreneur clients and access ready-made reports instantaneously. EXCEED uses the latest mobile technology to provide a complete and needs-oriented record-keeping solution for the micro-entrepreneur. 
	exceed_h2: Typical challenges are:
	Cover: 


